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presented by Bacon, Ratich, and others. Here, probably
as an outgrowth of his religious attitude, he held to "knowl-
edge, morality, and piety" as the aim of education, and
advocated training for all — boys and girls, noble and low-
born, rich and poor. His organization of education con-
sisted of four periods of six years each. The first period
of instruction was that through infancy, or up to the age of
six. It was to be given in the school of "the mother's
lap,'7 which should exist in every house. For childhood,
or from six to twelve, was to be organized the "vernacular
school/7 which should appear in every hamlet and village.
From that time up to eighteen was to come the "Latin
school,77 to be maintained in every city; and, finally, for
youth from eighteen to twenty-four, there should be a
university in every kingdom or province. Such a system
of universal education would bring about the custom of
education according to ability, rather than social status,
and was a suggestion some three centuries in advance
of the times.
Pansophic content of education, — The rest of the
works of Comenius may be regarded as amplifications of
various parts of this Great Didactic. Besides the series of
textbooks already mentioned, which he seems to have
written for the Latin school, he produced a set of texts for
the vernacular school and one for the infant school. But
the phase of the Great Didactic most often elaborated
was the realistic one of pansophia or "universal knowl-
edge/7 which he developed in many of the scientific works
he wrote later and in various educational institutions that
he undertook to found. It remained the ruling passion
throughout his life, and he went so far as to hold that an
encyclopedic training in science should be given at every
stage of education.

